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Abstract – The well tightness of the coal mining water-cooling explosion-proof motor results 

in difficult heat dissipation, high hydraulic pressure is needed to increase the cooling effect. 

However, high hydraulic pressure may lead motor shell to deform, which makes it difficult to 

change the motor and maintain the motor unit. The method of adding keyhole caulk weld 

spots on the outer cooling water jacket was proposed to solve the problem. Based on the 

elasticity mechanics equations and the principle of finite element method the stresses and the 

deformations of the traditional and novel outer cooling water jacket were calculated 

separately. A hydraulic pressure experiment of the both cooling water jackets was 

constructed. Obviously, the stress and the deformation of the novel cooling water jacket are 

lower. The experimental result is consistent with the simulation results. It is effective to 

reduce the stress and the deformation of the cooling water jacket by adding the keyhole 

caulk weld spots. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The commonly used cooling structure of mining 

explosion-proof induction motor includes air cooling 

structure and water cooling structure. The water cooling 

structure is more safety and reliability operated in the 

environment of high temperature, plentiful dust and easy 

explosion. Shell water cooling structure for mining 

explosion-proof motor is a kind of ideal structure [1]-[2]. 

With increasing of power and decreasing of volume, the 

electromagnetic loads selection in the calculation of 

electromagnetic scheme becomes higher, which is bound to 

make motor heating increase.so hydraulic pressure should 

be increased to take the surplus heat away. If there are 

really high water pressures, it is vulnerable to deformation, 

although the hydraulic pressure experiment has been done. 

The motor cannot be drawn out from the motor unit 

because of deformation of its water jacket under high 

hydraulic pressure, which makes it difficult to change the 

motor and maintain the motor unit. Water jacket of mining 

explosion-proof motor is thinner and lower strength 

because of the dimensional limit.  

Finite element method (FEM) is the classical method to 

solve the problems of elastic mechanics, which can 

structure accurate model by being used in virtual 

technology through parameter adjustment [3]-[4]. Linear 

static analysis based on finite element method can be used 

to calculate the stress of motor cooling structure [5]-[7]. In 

conclusion, stress of traditional water jacket and novel 

water jacket were calculated separately under the 4.5Mpa 

hydraulic press.  

In the view of the above questions, based on the finite 

element method “the linear static analysis” was used to 

calculate the motor cooling structure stress. New external 

water jacket structure was developed, which avoid 

deformation of outer water jacket. 

 

 

2. Basic Model of Strain Space Problems 
 

2.1 Geometrical Equation of Spatial Strain Problems 

 

Take a little point P in the elastic body and make a micro 

 

 
Fig. 1. Force analysis of element 
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regular hexahedron at this point showed in Fig. 1. The 

length of micro line segments along x, y and z are 

separately dx, dy and dz. X, Y, Z is uniform distribution 

body force on elastic body along xyz. σx , σy , σz is Normal 

stress in x y z direction. τxy is shear stress on x=o plane in y 

direction as the same as τxy, τyz. 

Based on the static equilibrium relations, ∑X=0, ∑Y=0 

and ∑Z=0. Equilibrium differential equations for the strain 

space problem are showed in (1) and (2). 
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where, εx, εy, εz is normal strain in x y z direction, γxy is 

shearing strain of the XOY plane as the same as γyz, γzx.. 

 

2.2 Physical Equation of Strain Problems  

 

Based on the generalized Hooke’s law of mechanics of 

materials: 
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(3) 

 

where, E is the elastic modulus, G is the shear modulus, μ is 

the Poisson's ratio. 

 

2.3 Boundary Conditions 

 

Give the displacement components of constraint on the 

boundary S. 

It is fixed boundary according to the characteristics of 

the analysis model, the boundary displacement function 

should satisfy the (4). 
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3. Water Jacket Structure of Mining Explosion-

Proof Induction Motor 
 

3.1 Traditional Structure Water Jacket 

 

In the traditional processing of cooling water-jacket, the 

inner water jacket is lathed initially, baffling reinforcements 

are uniformly welded on the specific location to make the 

cooling water flow as required, whose quantity is 12~16 

and the installed and welded water jacket is lathed to the 

required outer diameter. The outer water jacket that is 

interference fitted to the inner water jacket. Positioning on 

the seam allowance of one end, the outer water jacket is 

installed out of the inner water jacket by the hot charging. 

The motor structure and the cooling water jacket are 

separately showed in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Diagram of the motor structure 

 

 

Fig. 3. Diagram of the cooling water jacket 

 

The contact area between inner water jacket and stator 

iron is larger. So the strength of the inner water jacket is 

good. While there is no structure restrain in the outer water 

jacket. Consequently if the hydraulic pressure is too high or 

the strength of water jacket is too low when the motor 

operates the outer water jacket easily deform under the 

influence of hydraulic pressure. 

Inner water jacket 
Water cavity 

Outer water 

jacket 
Sensors installation 
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3.2 Novel Structure Water Jacket 

 

In order to avoid deformation of the water jacket, the 

novel structure is developed. Several rows of uniformly 

distributed holes are processed on the coincident position 

between baffling reinforcements and the outer jacket. After 

the outer water jacket is installed out of the inner water 

jacket by the hot charging, the holds are firm welded to the 

out water jacket, showed in Fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. The novel cooling water jacket with key hold caulks 

weld spots 

 

According to the force analysis of the outer cooling 

water jacket showed in Fig. 5,  
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in which, M(x) is bending moment of the position x away 

from the left end, q is uniformly distributed load, RA, RB is 

constraining force, l is the distance between fixed constraint.  

It is obvious when x=l/2 the bending moment is 

maximums, M=ql2/4. So when l reduces the deformation of 

water jacket reduces. In the traditional water jacket 

structure L (LTRA) is the axial distance of water jacket, 

while L (LNOV) is the distance between two baffling 

reinforcements or two key hold caulks weld spots. It is 

obvious that LNOV is far more less than LTR. So the 

maximums bending moment decreases, the deformation of 

novel water jacket decreases. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Force analysis of the outer cooling water jacket 

4. Deformation Analysis of Water Jacket Based on 

FEM 

 

The simplified model of the cooling water jacket is 

showed in Fig. 6, the materiel of water jacket is carbon 

structural steel Q235-A, The physical properties of the 

material shows as follow: elasticity modulus is 

210000N/mm
2
; Poisson's ratio is 0.28; density is 

0.0078g/mm
3
; Yield force is 220.6 N/mm

2 
[8]-[10]. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Simplified model of the cooling water jacket 

 

The inner water jacket and outer water jacket should be 

firmly welded at the two end faces when the water jacket 

installs, so the fixed restrain is imposed at the position 

actually welded. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Applied constraints 

 

Working hydraulic pressure of coal mining water-cooling 

flameproof motor is 3MPa at most; 3MPa pressure load is 

imposed on the inner wall of the out water jacket. Stress 

cloud chart of the traditional outer cooling water jacket is 

obtained. It is obvious that stress of parts on water jacket 

are large, consequently the deformation of the water jacket 

is large too. 

The fixed restrain is imposed at the position of keyhole 

caulk weld spots. Stress cloud chart of the novel outer 

cooling water jacket is obtained by repeating the above 

analysis procedure showed in Fig. 8. 

It is obtained that the maximums stress of the traditional 

water jacket without keyhole caulk weld spots is 

6.5e+7N/mm
2 

, the maximums stress of the novel water 

jacket with keyhole caulk weld spots is 5.0e+7N/mm
2
. The 

maximum stress was reduced by 23.07% (Fig. 9, Fig. 10). 

Stress reliability has been increased significantly. The 
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deformation of novel water jacket reduces obviously. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Constraints distribution of the novel outer cooling 

water jacket 

 

 

Fig. 9. Stress cloud chart of the novel outer cooling water 

jacket 

 

 
Fig. 10. Stress cloud chart of novel outer cooling water 

jacket 

 

 

5. Hydraulic Pressure Experiment 
 

The deformations of point1-6 for the novel (NOV) and 

traditional (TRA) water jacket are measured separately in 

the 5MPa hydraulic pressure experiment.  

 

Table 1. Parameter of the Experimental Water Jacket 

Parameter Value 

Outer Diameter 391mm 

Inner Diameter 343mm 

Water Jacket Thickness 7mm 

Height of Waterway 10mm 

Quantity of Baffle Reinforcement 12 

The parameter of the experimental water jacket is 

showed in Table 1. Two water jackets are manufactured one 

with keyhole caulk weld spots the other without keyhole 

caulk weld spots. The 0MPa and 5MPa hydrostatic test of 

the two water jackets are proposed respectively. The 

deformation of the 6 points uniformly distributed around 

the water jacket circumference showed in Fig. 11 is 

measured. The hydraulic pressure experiment result shows 

that the deformation of the novel water jacket reduces 50% 

than the traditional one (Table.2). 
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Fig. 11. Distribution of measure points 

 

Table 2. Results of the Experiment 

Condition Deformation (mm) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

5MPa Nov 0 0 0.01 0 0.03 0 

5MPa Tra 0.02 0.02 0 0 0.02 -0.02 

 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

This paper presents a novel water jacket with keyhole 

caulk weld spots. Based on the compound characteristics of 

the coal mining water-cooling flameproof motor the stress 

of the water jacket was analyzed by EMF. The calculation 

result shows that the maximum stress of the novel water 

jacket with keyhole caulk weld spots reduces 23.07% than 

the traditional one. Hydraulic pressure experiment result 

shows that the deformation of the novel one reduces 50%. 

Water jacket strength is increased to ensure the motor 

cooling system stability. This kind of stress analysis method 

can be used as important basis for products optimizing 

design. 
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